BEAVER NINE WINS 23-4

TWO TECHNOLOGY CREWS VANQUISH PRINCETON TIGERS

Varsity and 190's Whip Orange And Black on Charles River Course

M. L. T. FRESHMEN LOSE
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any of racing on the Charles River. It was due to the fact that the beavers had in the first place, to remind them that they were able to prove their power two feet ahead of the Princeton's bow. The bow left the starting line when Referee Walter I. Badger gave the mark "Ready, set, go," at exactly 5:40. The Beavers gained a slight lead in preliminary stages, again to lose this advantage to Princeton within the first quarter mile. The Orange and Black obtained a slight lead in the minutes after the start, but were only holding slightly over 21.

Princeton's Lead Cut Down

The Orange and Black never gained a lead of more than 1 foot over the Beavers. But when the mistake was realized, a slight lead in the starting was regained, after which Princeton failed to improve their position. The Princeton's rowers were of the opinion that Technology had won by two feet; the two schools were only hitting slightly over 21.

Nassau started a run down from the Ithaca point, and was still leading when the first official decision was made. The Princeton's lead was the greatest they had during the race. The Orange and Black had the last stroke before crossing the finish line.

The Final Test

Cornell Runners Trounce Engineer Track Team 91-44

Steinbrenner Wins One Hurdle And 220—Kirwin Takes Mile

(Continued from Page 1) took the two-mile run. Austin of Technology in the pole vault, shot put, discus throw, due to Glantzberg's inability to move it. The official decision was made at the end of the race, in which the Orange and Black were victorious. The Princeton's bow was the greatest of the race. The Orange and Black obtained a slight lead in the starting, but were only holding slightly over 21.

Trotters of this age are the most independent ever known. Accepting no bribes, they have smoked out the facts. They have learned that the chiseled Turkish and domestic tobaccos grow into rolled CAMELS, that here is the incomparable blending for good sense, that Camels simply taste the taste.

Camel is the cigarette that never fails to please the modern age. Regardless of how often you want the comfort of a smoke, of how steadily you light one after another, Camel .. .will never fail you, never give you any but the finest thrill of smoking pleasure. This is why Camel's popularity, for the largest in the modern world, keeps overwhelming in the lead. As modern taste becomes more refined upon selected tobaccos, increasing millions discover Camel's incomparable mildness, smoothness and mellowness.

If you want the cigarette that's good to live with from now to mid-night, the one that is the choice of the modern age, "Have a Camel!"

---Furos each adorning a couple on Camel NOtes are better distributed through fragmentary and indirect statements.

Good Food Brings a Good Mood

EAT AT WALKER

"Come and Dance Under the Stars"

NAUTICAL ROOF GARDEN

REVIVE BEACH

MOONLIGHT DANCES, STARRY NIGHT DANCES, INCESSANT DANCES

CRYSTAL BALL AND OTHER BEAUTIFUL EFFECTS

ED. ANDREW'S

NAUTICAL GARDEN ORCHESTRA

EVERY EVENING, 8:30 to 11:30

TECHNiCk, TUESDAY, MAY 17

NOTE: Tickets each adorning a couple on Camel NOTES are better distributed through fragmentary and indirect statements.